
Bonnie & Clayde - Yuqi of (G)I-DLE - Chord & Lyrics

Title Song : Bonnie & Clayde Singer : (G)I-DLE key : Em Tuning : standart Capo : 1st fret - Start
in Em No Capo : click F  

[Verse 1]
            Em
You pick me up when I feel down
          C
No matter how deep in the night
           Am
I got your back when we go out
             D                   B7
You know I’m always on your side
              Em
You make this world a little wild
       C
And we shout through crowded streets
            Am
Turn up the noise and make it loud
            D                 B7
And let the world fall at our feet

[Pre-chorus]
   Em
We love it on the other side
          C
Where the dreams are real, do what we like
         Am
Let them point and laugh, at who we are
       D
It was you and me here 
                 B7
dancing from the start

[Chorus]
              Em
We don’t need money to feel good
                 C
Cause you’re the ride or die 

the rest of my life
             Am
Don’t need a party to feel high



               D
We’re like the modern version 
              B7
of Bonnie and Clyde

[Verse 2]
            Em
You see the truth You’re in my heart
        C
And you catch me every time

              Am
And if you’re low and fall apart
                D                  B7
I’ll bring some peace back in your mind

[Pre-chorus]
   Em
We love it on the other side
          C
Where the dreams are real, do what we like
         Am
Let them point and laugh, at who we are
       D
It was you and me here 
                 B7
dancing from the start

[Chorus]
              Em
We don’t need money to feel good
                 C
Cause you’re the ride or die 

the rest of my life
             Am
Don’t need a party to feel high
               D
We’re like the modern version 
              B7
of Bonnie and Clyde

              Em



We don’t need money to feel good
                 C
Cause you’re the ride or die 

the rest of my life
             Am
Don’t need a party to feel high
               D
We’re like the modern version 
              B7
of Bonnie and Clyde

[Bridge]
          Em
Give me a three, two, one

I’ll be dancing with you
        C
Keep it going on like every day
         Am
And in a three two one

I’ll shoot you straight to the moon
            D                         B7
Through the sky, to the stars in your eyes
Em
They’ve all tried to bring us down but
C
We keep moving up
Am
They wanna steal our golden crown but
D                                   B7
All the roads will lead ‘em back to us

[Chorus]
              Em
We don’t need money to feel good
                 C
Cause you’re the ride or die 

the rest of my life
             Am
Don’t need a party to feel high
               D



We’re like the modern version 
              B7
of Bonnie and Clyde

              Em
We don’t need money to feel good
                 C
Cause you’re the ride or die 

the rest of my life
             Am
Don’t need a party to feel high
               D
We’re like the modern version 
              B7
of Bonnie and Clyde
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